
1.0 Welcome
to our Annual Sustainability Day Workshops engaging our Community in 
issues that will affect our future!
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2.0 Our Speakers
bring you information on how far you can slash carbon in your home, 
accepting, being prepared for the big challenges ahead and bringing back 
nature
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3.0 Serious Buy-In
At Green Fairs, Green Markets, Green Weeks, Sustainability Days and all
bodies community-wide to properly engage in the following Energy 
Descent Adaptation plans and incorporate all of them into their own 
strategies:
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4.0 Transition Adaptation Food
LA showing leadership and working together  with communities on Securing our Food 
future
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5.0 Transition Adaptation Energy
LA showing leadership and working together  with communities on Securing our Energy 
future
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6.0 Transition Adaptation Health
LA showing leadership and working together  with communities on Securing our Health 
future
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7.0 Transition Adaptation Enterprise & Skills
LA showing leadership and working together  with communities on Securing our 
Enterprise & Skills future
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8.0 Transition Adaptation Transport
LA showing leadership and working together  with communities on Securing our 
Transport future
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9.0 Preface 

Timeline
n UN General Assembly 1987
n Rio 92 World Conference 1992
n Politician’s Agenda 2012
n Prof Gem Bendell Deep Adaptation 2018
n UN Extinction Report May 2019 “World on Notice”
n Climate Emergency Declared late 2019 – You’ve seen the footage
n UN IPCC Climate Assessment Code Red 2021 – Living conditions will worsen!
n COP 26 Glasgow Nov 2021
n Countdown to 2030 - Hold people to account as 2050 targets creep in!
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10.1 To acknowledge the situation, the “desensitising  effect” of social media requires 
pre-requisite individual “emotional intelligence” (EQ) training  of five core EQ skills:
10.1.1 Self Awareness
10.1.2 Emotional Regulation
10.1.3 Empathy
10.1.4 Motivation
10.1.5 Social Skills

10.2 This is then followed by adopting the 5 rules  group facilitation protocol :
10.2.1 No names– no gossip
10.2.2 No put downs – appreciation
10.2.3 Everyone has their turn
10.2.4 Right to Pass
10.2.5 Attentive Listening

10.3 There is no sustainability without resilience
10.4 Looking at things differently
10.5 Direction and goal setting
10.6 Navigation
10.7 Going forward
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11.1 …plans are now followed by Deep Adaptation mapping of psychological processes
for all of us to successfully come together to tackle the unfolding Climate Tragedy.  

Green Fairs, Green Markets and Green Markets must promote serious buy-in community-
wide to actively engage in adaptation  

11.2 …have to be taken to manage the warming as small steps of individual savings and
sustainable development are not enough when the average person and the elite have not
moved substantially toward zero carbon

11.3 Today, it is too time consuming to deep-dive/follow all the latest indicator tracking, without
prioritising the management of dangerous trends.  Stop measuring and start doing

11.4 Prof Gem Bendell published this updated paper “A Map for Navigating the Climate
Tragedy” for the Institute of Leadership & Corporate Sustainability reader’s review

11.5 The paper is intended for students of  Corporate Sustainability with a link available for
Climate and Earth Systems Scientists to also comment: 

11.6 Does not incorporate sholastic work (Mark Schuller) on “Collapsology”: 
https://www.collapsology.info.en
or Gem’s other interests of poverty, rights, humanitarianism, public policies of 
re-localisation, monetary, patriarchal, racial justice, decolonisation: 
www.gembendell.com

11.7 His conclusion provides us with an opportunity to re-assess one’s work and life, which is
apparently censored by his Corporate & Sustainability Management colleagues, which we
will learn more later!

11.8 As we differ in our responses to the climate change learnings, trends and interpretation,
what is certain is that more choices will be forced upon us as the Climate & Ecological 
Emergency “plays-out”

11.9 Gem’s analysis found that our declared Climate Science knowledge data impacts were
significantly under reported/omitted from sources such as the IPCC.

11.10 This led Gem to ask the big question: What if we are too late?
11.11 In processing, this presentation took 5 person days to analyse, structure, add 20 slides, 

contextualise and present in reducing the Deep Adaptation paper source data from 33 pages
and 170 points down to 8 pages and 140 points, to fully explore the topic and its implications. 
This process needs to be represented at all levels of “governance” The paper is available at:
https://lifeworth.com/deepadaptation.pdf
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12.1 2/3 Arctic sea ice gone (2018).  Add warming feedbacks and will remain ice free
in following years (2016)

12.2 ½ World’s coral reefs gone.  Understated existential non-linear sea level rise due 
to land ice melt

12.3 Increasing in number and strength and clear-up costs
12.4 Increasing as since 1850 17 of 18 hottest years since 2000 (heat dome -> 40C?)
12.5 Yearly impact increasing warming on flooding  (super cell -> 100mm per day?)
12.6 Yields reducing by <2% per decade
12.7 Carbon budgets must include sequestration
12.8 Ocean data of methane release not available and underestimated
12.9 7 of 15 declared tipping points now active and 2 more added

Current model predictions do not include weather variability nor amplifying  
feedbacks with increasing warming rate understated

12.10 Previous mass extinction lost 95% species from methane induced rapid
warming. 
“World on Notice”: news.un.org./en/story/2019/05/1037941
6th Mass Extinction underway: 1 in 4 species at risk, 60 years lost 60% wildlife
20% chance of Human race going extinct this century (2017)
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13.1 Scientific Reticence errs on the side of least drama & least disturbing news to
employers, funders, Govt & public
Takes time to research, prove, peer review and publish, then the data has
changed!

13.2 Personal Denial includes:
Interpretive (massaging data to look “safer” for you personally)
Implicative (impact not processed, consequences not prioritised)
Death Salience (vital lie).  
Fear of death lies at the centre of all human belief -> Collapse Denial          

13.3 Institutional:
No Sectors articulated their obvious constitutional self-interest in the
probability or inevitability of societal collapse, to  either their members, 
consumers or voters,except to sell “collapse” products.  Only two research
matches on the topic 
The “internal-culture” remains strongly in favour of appearing effective, even 
after decades of investment & campaigning did not produce a positive 
result/outcome on climate, ecosystems or species (no performance related 
pay driver method!).

13.4 Children’s views on the future are not covered by a large or longitudinal study.
One journalist asked 6-12 yo their expectations in 50 yrs which generated 
mostly apocalyptic images (2017) 
10K young people 16-25 yo were surveyed in 10 countries by Bath Uni and
78% “believe the future is frightening” and “significantly related to perceived
government inaction and associated feelings of betrayal” (Sept 2021).
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14.1 …for Community with Deep Adaptation movement to encompass climate
influenced collapse of societies in most parts of the world is likely, inevitable or 
unfolding?

14.2 …that we can slow/shut down Climate Change?
14.3 Should “inevitable near-term societal collapse” be censured by not publishing

works?
What are the ways people are talking about this issue?

14.4 Why are sustainability professionals not exploring this view?
14.5 How can people navigate this extremely difficult issue?
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15.1 Paucity of research in Management Studies.  Not a problem unless in one’s
face! 

15.2 Summarising the most important climate science to face disruptive changes
15.3 How the professional environmental sector marginalises 5.2 above
15.4 Triggering different emotions and ideas when framing collapse, catastrophe or 

extinction
15.5 Deep Adaptation Agenda to help guide recognition of unfolding tragedy and 

discussion
15.6 How this agenda could influence future research and teaching in the

sustainability field
15.7 People tend to respond from their own perspective and not from what the

data actually suggests
15.8 Impact of bad news and extreme scenarios on human psychology
15.9 Environmental Experts as “Knowledgeable People” paternal towards public. 

Not to be nice nor better, but to work harder to change a system that
demands participation in environmental destruction.

15.10 In “thinking the unthinkable”, hopelessness, dismay and despair can be
positively viewed to start a new journey to perceive self and the world 
differently.
In abandoning “Old Hope” you open up a space for new hopes!
“Radical Hope” is needed in the context of climate change with a growing
sense that things are falling apart .
“Creatively Constructed Hope” could help confront disruptive climate change! 
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16.1 Once accepting that a climate induced form of economics and societal collapse
is now likely, we can now start to explore the nature and likelihood of this

16.2 Framings include:  Scenario:      &     Probability:
Collapse                Possible
Catastrophe          Probable
Extinction              Inevitable

People reframe the data to fit the story they can live with
16.3 Deep Agenda choices:

Inevitable Collapse
Probable Catastrophe
Possible Extinction 

16.4 “Eschatology” the major dimension of human experience, reflects on the “end
of times”.  The total sense of loss of all of one’ contributions is an extremely 
powerful experience.  Loving kindness,  creativity, transcendence, anger,
depression, nihilism and apathy may emerge.  

16.5 A “supportive environment” is needed for 16.4 above to enable community, 
ancestors and positive creativity to shed “status quo” & sustain “go-forward”.

16.7 Timing, Where, When, Livelihood & Society? Has it begun? Crime, Conflict and
Relocation?
Failed harvest, broken economy, pandemic, riots, war, nuclear meltdown? 

16.8 Near-term phenomenon of Human Extinction maybe within 5 years?
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17.1 The United Nations Global Goal on Adaptation commits countries to 
developing National Adaptation plans and report to the UN.  This includes capacity,
resilience, vulnerability,  sustainable development and adequate adaptation
response to an IPCC global temperature goal!
Funding is growing but Governments still fall short of their commitments!

17.2 The United Nations Strategy of Disaster Risk Reduction includes natural hazards, 
disasters, urban planning, local Govt, business and private sectors, risk

management and business continuity management (see UK Govt Dept:
Business Enterprise, Innovation & Strategy ) 

17.3 Deep Adaptation Agenda promotes “Resilience” instead of “Sustainability”
Stockholm Resilience Centre (2015) defines this as the capacity of a system to deal
with changes and develop (eco-systems overcome disturbance and increase
complexity)
In psychology, “Resilience” is the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, 
trauma, tragedy, threat, or significant source (s) of stress.

17.4 Have to be careful around UN “Development” Goals and “Progress” when material
progress may not be possible in the future. 

17.5 Deep Adaptation Agenda works with “blind-spots” and “stuck behaviour” supported
by a psychological programme of 5 key EQ skills, 5 part comms protocol, 4 stage
bereavement process and 12 step recovery activity that can be locally delivered:
British Association for Counselling & Psychotherapy can assist with distress and
training: https:/www.bacp.co.uk
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18.1 How society’s capacity to adapt to changed circumstances and survive with
valued norms and behaviours? How do we keep what we really want to keep?

18.2 How do we let go of assets, behaviour and beliefs that could make matters
worse? (Coast Lines?)  What do we need to let go of?

18.3 Rediscovering attitudes and approaches to life systems that were eroded 
(Re-Wilding) What can we bring back?

18.4 Recognising making a difference as situations erode.
With what and whom can we make a peace when facing mutual mortality?

18.5 ...with a broad unifying conceptual framework “Sustainable Development 
Goals”

18.6 70s Neo-Liberal Economics restricted research on new ways of dealing with
environmental issues and instead drives an antagonistic mind set of:
* Hyper-Individualism:  Consumers not engaged in political action
* Market-Fundamentalist:  Mechanisms “Cap & Trade” without government 
intervention
* Incremental:  Small steps, must be big steps -> strategies of scale and speed
* Atomistic:  Environment and Climate externalised, not part of economic 

system
18.7 Mainstream climate policy community must work on more adaptation to

include practitioners, researchers, educators to take on the disruption of 
“basic- functioning” within 10 years (2020).
Challenges of malnutrition, starvation, disease, civil conflict, resource wars in
affluent nations with a new approach (not existing reformist sustainable 
development) to explore how to reduce harm and not make matters worse!
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19.1 UN IPCC 6th Report in June 2021 “suggests that the Nation’s efforts to adapt to Climate 
Change is not keeping up with the impacts of a warming planet and the increased range of climate 
risks this brings to the UK”: https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/081097362
19.2 New key risks 2 more (Gulf & Jetstream disruptions) totalling 61, 19.3 Predicted 2 degrees 
by 2050 and 4 degrees by 2100, 19.4 40% chance of 2050 1.5 degrees, 
19.5 In 2018 50% of days very high fire risk (one year in two by 2050), 19.6 Heat related deaths 
up by 250% by 2050,19.7 No early warning for extreme weather,19.8 No adaptation planning for 
weather unpredictability, 19.9 Warmer and wetter winters, hotter and drier summers and 
continued sea-level rise to 2050,19.10 DEFRA funding a study of the costs of “do-nothing” vs
“adaptation”. 
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/independent-assessment-of-the-uk-climate-risk

19.20 CCRA3 Eight risks prioritised: 1. Risks to the viability and diversity of terrestrial and 
freshwater habitats and species from multiple hazards, 2. Risks to soil health from increased 
flooding and drought, 3. Risks to natural carbon stores and sequestration from multiple hazards, 
leading to increased emissions, 4. Risks to crops, livestock and commercial trees from multiple 
climate Hazards, 5. Risks to supply of food, goods and vital services due to climate-related 
collapse of supply chains and distribution networks, 6. Risks to people and the economy from 
climate-related failure of the power system, 7. Risks to human health, wellbeing and productivity 
from increased exposure to heat in homes and other buildings, 8. Multiple risks to the UK from 
climate change impacts overseas. 

19.21 CCRA3 Ten adaptation principles: 1. Vision, 2. Policies including Net Zero, 3. Adapt to 2 
degrees, assess to 4 Degrees, 4. Avoid Lock-in, irreversible changes & increased costs, 5. 
Prepare for unpredictable extremes,  6. Assess Interdependencies, 7. Understand threshold 
effects,  8. Address inequalities, 9. Consider Climate Change opportunities, 10. Support 
Adaptation through funding, resources, indicators and research to link adaptation actions to 
reductions in risk:  https://www.ipcc.ch/assessment-report/arb
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Boris’s 10 point Green Industrial Revolution (2021) 
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Community Risk Resilience Assessment 2019 page 1 of 2
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Community Risk Resilience Assessment 2019 page 2 of 2 showing colour key
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Environmental and Liveability Assessment for any development especially one’s Ideal 
Home (2019) page 1 of 6
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Environmental and Liveability Assessment for any development especially one’s Ideal 
Home (2019) page 2 of 6 
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Environmental and Liveability Assessment for any development especially one’s Ideal 
Home (2019) page 3 of 6 
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Environmental and Liveability Assessment for any development especially one’s Ideal 
Home (2019) page 4 of 6
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Environmental and Liveability Assessment for any development especially one’s Ideal 
Home (2019) page 5 of 6 
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Environmental and Liveability Assessment for any development especially one’s Ideal 
Home (2019) page 6 of 6 
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Pre-political agenda Transition Mandate (2012)
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